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Summary and Highlights of Commodity Markets Council Meeting- Jan 29-31, 2012  

 
(Oil World) Widely followed Hamburg, Germany based analyst presented a constructive outlook for 
oilseed complex, especially edible oils.  Mielke said 11/12 global edible oil use will exceed production 
by 14 mmt  in wake of  17 mmt reduction in 11/12 global soybean production.  Oil World’s expects  
a 10.5 mmt cut (vs. last year) in 2012 S American soybean production.  2011/12 is the 1st 
marketing year when soybean production declined in both the US and S. America.  Mielke advised 
going long oil share late spring as global edible oil demand (up nearly 6 mmt/year over last decade)  
is rising faster than meal demand amid nearly 2 mmt annual growth in India/PRC edible oil use, 
increasing global bio diesel off take (13% of total edible oil use) and gains in global 
population/income. Additionally, Oct-Dec global meal use actually declined vs. last year despite 
steadily rising PRC demand. Interesting to note that global demand for 17 oils and fats has doubled 
in 10 years in part on the “success story” of palm oil where production has doubled in each of the 
last 3 decades.  Mielke encouraged EU leaders to re-evaluate their opposition to GMO crops (“the 
world has a “volume problem in food production”) and European addiction to bio-diesel which has 
necessitated an increasing reliance on imported edible oils (65% of EU’s total edible oil use is 
imported).  Oil World foresees another “US fight for acres” given tight old crop corn stocks and 
shrinking global soy stocks which suggests that soybeans are poised to gain on corn as spring 
approaches.   Look for palm oil prices to trend higher amid slower growth in 2012 palm oil 
production which surged 4.3 mmt in 2011 vs. 2010.  Increasing reliance on imported soybeans by 
PRC, minimal forward coverage by major end users and critical need for large gains in 2012 global 
rape and sun seed production suggests soy oil and palm oil prices remain elevated in a much higher 
range than what prevailed during 1986-2006.  
 
(Ag Resource) Mr. Basse painted a far more guarded grain outlook than last year by citing slowing 
growth in global grain demand, declining fund participation in ag markets, 9 year low in US/EU grain 
exports, low odds of 3 consecutive years of low US corn yields, possible USDA over-estimation of 
2011/12 US corn use for ethanol, lowest Mar-Nov US corn feed use since 1986 and adequate world 
wheat supplies. Nonetheless US/PRC weather will be key price drivers in the months ahead along 
with fate of 2012 FSU grain production where huge 2011 production contributed to shrinkage in US 
share of global corn/soy/wheat trade to record low 32%.  Meanwhile, while corn bulls are looking for 
growth in PRC corn import demand as replacement for slowing growth in US corn ethanol demand, 
Basse notes that PRC corn imports will vary by crop year.  Additionally, the Chinese have done a 
remarkable job of maintaining near self-sufficiency in corn (with few exceptions) over the last 50 
years. Meanwhile, look for continuation of high domestic US corn basis in wake of record low 
12/1/11 on farm corn stocks as percent of 2011 production.  Additionally, while trade is struggling 
with wide array of estimates on 2012 S American soybean production, interesting to note that 
USDA’s track record on forecasting Braz/Arg soy production in January is worse than their 
forecasting accuracy on a number of other key forecasts including early season estimates of US and 
FSU production.   
 
(PRC Update)  Dalian commodity exchange official noted that growth in PRC corn demand would be 
larger if not for Beijing limitations on industrial use of corn.  Additionally, Beijing is well aware of 
impact that large corn imports would have on global corn prices and food inflation which is already 
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unacceptably high within China. Nonetheless, Dalian officials expect steady gain in imports of corn 
whose domestic price has remained high despite record 2011 corn yield and production on heels of 
steadily rising corn feed use despite record use of feed wheat.  WASDE has 2011/12 PRC corn feed 
use up 10 mmt, feed use of wheat up 4 mmt, meal use up 0.9 mmt and corn imports of only 4 mmt. 
Attendees representing major US corn users underscored importance of PRC as potentially large corn 
importer which thus far has not occurred.  Trade carefully watching for further erosion in PRC real 
estate market that would be precursor of slower economic growth—a caution flag for commodities 
but not necessarily food commodities especially given rising PRC dependence on oilseed imports.  Oil 
World looks for PRC to be step up pace of soybean buying in wake of reduced domestic soy reserves.  
Trade will be watching whether record 84 BPA 2011 PRC corn yield will continue to trend higher as 
Beijing prioritizes yield enhancing technology.  Select private sector ag meteorologists are looking 
for above average summer PRC temps.  
 
(AgroConsult) Respected Brazilian private sector analyst estimated Brazilian soy production at 72-
73 mmt (USDA 74 mmt) and Brazilian corn production at 63 mmt (USDA 61 mmt). Analyst noted 
that record application of inputs could have produced 80 mmt soy crop with favorable weather.  
Argentine soy crop pegged at only 45 mmt (USDA 50.5 mmt) and corn  “below 20 mmt”  vs. USDA’s 
26 mmt.  Look for another year of large 11/12 US ethanol exports to Brazil (0.8 mil liters vs. 1.1 bil 
liters last year) although steady ramp up in Brazil sugar production (goal is to double production in 
10 years) will negate need for any ethanol imports in 3 years.   Shortage of private investment and 
infrastructure continues to limit gains in Brazilian crop area although key decision later this year 
expected to allow direct foreign ownership of Brazilian farmland.  Brazil has 50 mil acres of potential 
crop land (1/2 of combined 101 mil acre 2012 corn/soy area) that could be activated for production. 
2012 Brazil soy/corn area advanced only 1.75 mil acres despite record returns/acre last year.  
Improvements to Brazilian infrastructure are slow but ongoing with roads and port improvements to 
the north underway. Meanwhile, large publically held Brazilian farm operations (250,000 acres or 
more) are working to apply economies of scale and risk management to steadily expanding 
ownership of foreign crop land. Business model of these large farm operations is steadily evolving 
into distributors of inputs, credit and technology to other farmers.  Average age of Brazilian famers 
is in low 40”s and falling vs. OECD average in early 60’s that is rising.  
 
(Transportation and Trends) BNSF reported increased investment in power, track and rolling 
stock to meet anticipated 150% increase in volume-ton-miles by 2030.  US rail industry hauling 
70% more tonnage on 35% less track than in 1960.  BNSF proposed west coast coal export facility 
in midst of a 6-8 year permit approval process—a testimony to unintended consequences of over-
regulation. 60% increase in global food demand by 2050 and associated doubling of global trade in 
Ag commodities will require boost in infrastructure (especially S. America), efficient platforms for 
risk management, free trade and continued investment in agricultural technology.   Permanent 
linkage of food and energy markets via bio-fuels suggests that corn market is unlikely to erode 
below $5.50/bu as long as crude oil is $100/barrel area.  Increased volatility in ag commodity pricing 
will be sustained by vagaries of weather and steady decline in combined global CN/BN/WHT 
stocks/use ratio against backdrop of ongoing increase in global CN/BN/WHT trade.  Bunge’s N. 
American CEO forecasts a 100 mmt increase in combined CN/BN/WHT global exports to 375 mmt  
over the next 12 years.     
 
(Energy) US private sector will invest $122 bil in 2012 on energy exploration, transport, processing 
and storage—5X more than the Middle East.  US production of crude oil from shale will surge to 4 
mbd in 2020 vs. 1.5 mbd today allowing US crude oil imports-excluding Canada-to drop by 41%.  
North Dakota is already producing more crude oil than OPEC member Ecuador.  US and Canadian 
crude oil production will outpace growth in US crude oil demand by 2016. 
 
(Dodd/Frank) CFTC Chairman Gensler, who is pushing for as much rulemaking as possible prior to 
election, is getting blowback from other commissioners dealing with sheer complexity of proposed 
rules.  Rule on “entity definition” alone is 446 pages.  Panel of commercial swap users (businesses 
too small to “move the needle” in event of financial crisis) expressed concern over potential 
designation as a swap dealer and attendant increase in cost of capital, record keeping and 
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compliance all of which will eventually be passed to consumer.  Representative of one of 5 largest 
US banks (which collectively comprise 96% of swap transactions in notional value) noted that his 
bank is coping with—on average-- 60 new regulations per day emanating from US and off shore 
regulators.  Additionally, trade estimates that $1 trillion in collateral will be “trapped” by 3rd party 
exchanges where concentration of swap trades may in fact increase systematic risk to the financial 
system.   Meanwhile major banks are increasingly concerned over ambiguity and contradictions of 
US/EU rules for swaps—especially in light of virtual “civil war” between US and EU regulatory 
agencies.  CMC attendees, along with rest of commercial users of swaps, are awaiting CFTC’s 
definition of a swap and clarity on hedge exemption and aggregated positions.  
 
(2012 Election) Top DC non-partisan insider predicted narrow Obama victory, 50-50 split in Senate 
and Republicans retaining House. Speaker termed Tea Party momentum as “spent” while Republican 
candidate infighting damaging conservative brand with independents.  Additionally, his 11/11 
forecast for a Republican take-over of White House has changed amid signs of an improving 
economy, upturn in Obama approval rating, 60% 3 year gain in DJIA and Democratic push to retake 
traditional Republican border states with appeal to Hispanics.  Nonetheless, this forecast is subject to 
change depending on trajectory of economy and unemployment rate leading up to fall election.  
Additionally, White House, which underestimated severity of housing recession, is unlikely to turn 
this sector around with 11 mil US homes (22.5% of total) underwater on mortgages and another 5% 
“near underwater”.   Obamacare will survive Supreme Court challenge although states will delay 
implementation of insurance pools.  If Republicans take Senate, state insurance pools will be 
substantially delayed and the EPA will be reined in. Look for equities to swoon by midsummer as 
market contemplates uncertainty surrounding year-end expiration of Bush tax cuts (including 
favorable capital gains treatment).  Republican sweep would usher in temporary extension of Bush 
tax cuts  along with tax/entitlement reform whereas an Obama victory would suggest lower odds of 
tax cut extension and a “mixed” outlook for tax/entitlement reform.  Equity sectors that would 
benefit from a Republican sweep (which looks unlikely today but could change) include the 
financials, energy, utilities and non-union manufacturers.  
 
(MFG) Attendees echoed rising trade discord over decision to turn over MFG claimants to a 
bankruptcy trustee rather than keeping it at the CFTC which has greater powers to recover funds.  
Exchanges noted that system safeguards preempted “contagion” to other firms although attendee 
who interacts with farm/commercial audiences reported “extreme anger” over failure to locate and 
return missing seg funds.  Speakers noted that full implementation of Dodd/Frank would not have 
prevented extraordinary events that triggered MFG’s collapse.  Most attendees agreed that full 
accounting of what happened at MFG is necessary before proposing reforms although it is increasing 
apparent that additional safeguards on FCM movement of seg funds to foreign affiliates are needed.  
Attendees questioned appropriateness of CFTC Chairman Gensler heading Task Force (requested by 
Senate Ag Committee) on shoring up regulatory oversight of FCM’s in view of his reclusion from 
investigation into MFG.  Short term concern over impact of MFG debacle on futures industry integrity 
and safeguards will eventually be over-shadowed by growing need for risk management as 
exemplified by widening price volatility in commodity markets.  The average intra-day trading range 
for soybeans since 2007 has advanced 18 cents/bu to 29 cents/bu/day according to Bunge’s N. 
American CEO. 
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